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The Mastering December 
2017 Update delivers a 
refreshed user experience 
aligned with accessibility 
standards and provides 
greater insights into student 
performance and extended 
assignment options.



Student Feature 
Updates



Improved Student User Interface

Redesigned student-facing pages
feature a modern, mobile responsive, 
and accessible design for students.

Includes improvements to: 
● Student Scores Page
● Content Player
● Vector Drawing Tool



 Improved Student Scores Pages

Improved, and now 
accessible, the Student 
Scores Pages make it easier 
for students to understand 
the grading policy you’ve set 
up. Students can see how 
their grade is weighted, the 
partial credit policies and 
points assigned.



Improved Assignment Player

Updated Assignment Player now 
provides students with a more 
streamlined user interface and 
accessible navigation.



Improved Vector Drawing Tool: Physics and 
Engineering

The Vector Drawing Tool that 
enables students to practice 
drawing vectors-in Physics and 
Engineering courses- now meets 
the accessibility standards. 



Instructor Feature 
Updates



New Early Alerts for select A&P titles
Early Alerts (beta), currently available for Majors Biology courses, is now available 
for select A&P titles. Early Alerts aims to improve course results and retention rates 
by providing you with insights into student performance as early as possible. 
Powered by a patented algorithm, Early Alerts combines Mastering scores data 
with behavioral indicators, such as whether students seem to be guessing, to give 
you deeper insight on students who may be struggling. This early identification 
highlights where additional interventions or remediation may be needed. 



Flexibility in Assignment Messages
You now have the option to include links in your assignment messages, 
including specific Pearson eText pages with direct links.



New assignment due date adjustment

When you copy a course using the 
same edition, Modified Mastering 
can now automatically set 
suggested due dates based on the 
intervals between assignments 
from the original course, saving 
time on course set-up. 

*already available in Mastering



Greater variety for accessible answer-types

Mastering now offers a wider variety of answer types that are 
accessible, increasing options of assignable content and improving 
the student learning experience.  Accessible answer-types will 
include:
● Drag-n-drop
● Fill-in-the-blank
● Labeling*
● Multiple choice
● Questions using the Equation Palette**

*Keyboard accessibility only, Screen Reader to follow at a later date.  
**Suggested browser and screen reader combination: Internet Explorer 11 and JAWS.



Easier to assign Dynamic Study Modules
Mastering student users report the Dynamic Study Modules helped them earn a 
higher grade. So, we made it even easier for you to assign the Dynamic Study 
Modules in your courses. You can now add groups of questions in bulk and the 
preview capabilities are improved. The Contact the Publisher feature was 
updated for faster resolutions and improvements. 



Easier Modified Mastering Access with new 
Blackboard Assignment Level Linking

Students and instructors now have easier 
access to Modified Mastering within Blackboard 
with new support for assignment level linking.




